Paracompactness and subparacompactness are characterized using star reducibility and regular (respectively, subregular) refinability. Applications are made to p-spaces, developable spaces, and metrizable spaces.
Introduction
We define a covering property, called star reducibility, possessed by all S 8-refinable, countably subparacompact spaces, and we use it in combination with regular refinability (respectively, subregular refinability) to characterize T2 paracompact spaces (respectively, subparacompact spaces). We also obtain characterizations of paracompactness and subparacompactness by strengthening star reducibility to incorporate some aspects of the regular or subregular refinability properties. We apply these results in characterizing paracompact pspaces, subparacompact p-spaces, developable spaces and metrizable spaces.
Recall that [WoJ if %A and A%A are collections of sets, A%A is said to be regularly inscribed in %f at p e \JA%A if and only if, for all U, V e AAA, if p e U n V, then there exists W e %A such that U U V c W. A space X is called regularly refinable provided that every open cover %A of X has a regular refinement, i.e., an open refinement A such that A is regularly inscribed in í¿ at all p e X. A space X is called subregularly refinable if and only if, for every open cover %A of X, there is a sequence (Wn: n e co) of open refinements of %A such that, for each p e X, there is some n e co such that 2^ is regularly inscribed in í¿ at p.
The terminology we use concerning refinements and partial refinements can be found in [B2] .
We introduce the following concepts: Definition 1.1. A cover ^ of a space X is called regularly rigid if and only if no subcollection of % of cardinality less than \ÍA\ covers X and |8r| is regular or 1 < \2/\ < co. Definition 1.2. A space X is called star reducible if and only if, for every regularly rigid open cover At of X, there exists a sequence (3?n : « G co) of open covers of X such that for all p e X there are « G co and ßF' ç ßF such that \ßF'\ < \ßF\ and ßF' covers st(p, S?n). Such a sequence will be called an (SR)-sequence for ßF. A space X is called (star reducible)r if and only if every uncountable regularly rigid open cover of X has an (SR)-sequence.
A space X is called subregularly star reducible if and only if, for every regularly rigid open cover ßF of X, there is an (SR)-sequence (^ : « G co) for ßF such that (i) for all p G X and n e co, there is a j € co such that « < j and A is regularly inscribed in S'n at p and (ii) for all n e co, &n+x refines &n .
A space X is called regularly star reducible if and only if every regularly rigid open cover ßF has an (SR)-sequence (&": n e co) such that each &n+x regularly refines &n .
In the sequel, we will use the terminology (SSR)-(respectively, (RSR)-) sequence for ßF to designate a sequence (&": n e co) satisfying the obviously corresponding condition in Definition 1.2 in relation to ßF. Remark 1.3. Regular star reducibility implies subregular star reducibility implies star reducibility implies (star reducibility)r. Remark 1.4. If X is a ¿ö-refinable (= submeta-Lindelöf) countably subparacompact space, or if X is 0-refinable and subnormal (= every finite open cover has a countable closed cover [K] ), then X is star reducible.
Proof. If X is (50-refinable, then X is (star reducible)r, and Lemma 2.3 shows that countable subparacompactness implies star reducibility for countable covers. The second part follows similarly. D Remark 1.5 . Strict //-spaces and developable spaces are star reducible.
Proof. This follows from the intrinsic characterization of [BS] We first prove several lemmas, using the following notation and terminology: The set of all subsets of a set S is denoted by 3°(S). If we write that \J{3¡n : n e co} is a er-discrete open (respectively, closed) collection in a space X, we intend that each 3n is discrete and open (respectively, closed) in X. If X is a space and A ç B ç X, then clB(j/) denotes the closure of A in the subspace topology of B ; if B -X, we also write A for this. If sf C^(B), we write cl5(A) for {clB(A): A es/} and ~W for {A: A es/}. If X is a space and ^, A ç AP(X), we say that %A is a closurewise partial refinement of A provided that % partially refines A. If ^ is also a cover of X, then we say that y is a closurewise refinement of A.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a space, let F ç X be closed, and suppose A is a collection of sets discrete and closed relative to F. Then A is discrete and closed relative to X. D Lemma 2.2. Let si be a closed discrete collection of subsets of a space X and, for each A e s/ , let W(A) be a collection of sets closed and discrete relative to A . Then A = (j{W(A) : A e s/} is a closed discrete collection relative to X. Proof. Let x e X. By Lemma 2.1, the set *\ (LM e ** '■ x $ A^u IJ{£ e ^(A> '■ x e A and x tE}) is a neighborhood of x meeting at most one element of A?. D Lemma 2.3. // a space X is countably subparacompact and (star reducible)r, then X is star reducible.
Proof. A space X is countably subparacompact if and only if, for every countable open cover % of X, there is a sequence (3?n : n e co) of open covers such that for all x e X there are an n e co and a U e%A such that st(jt, S?n) ç U (by [K, Theorem 2.3] Then if k > co, it is regular.
Proof. We may assume k > co. Let X and ßF be as described, and let ßF be well-ordered in type k . Let Z denote the collection of proper initial segments of ßF relative to this well-ordering, and let -< denote the well-ordering of X determined by proper set inclusion. Suppose X = cf(/c) < k , and let A be a -<;-cofinal subset of I of cardinality X. Then {IJt: t g A} is an open cover of X which has a er-discrete closed refinement 3¡ = \}{3¡n : n e co}. Proof. Assume k > co, let X and ßF be as described, and define -<, X, X, and A as in the proof of Lemma 2. (d) => (a). If this is not true, then there exists a smallest cardinal k such that there exist a nonsubparacompact subregularly reducible space X and an open cover ßF of X of cardinality k which does not have a a-discrete closed refinement. By Lemma 2.5, if /c is not finite it is regular. Thus ßF is regularly rigid. Hence there is an (SSR)-sequence (3?n : n G co) for ßF. Case 1. k > co. Assume that ßF is well-ordered in type k . Let X be the collection of initial segments of ßF under this well-ordering and let -< denote the well-ordering of X determined by proper set inclusion. Since k is regular, for each p e X there is « G co and £ G X such that st(p, J/J ç |J£. Let x(p) denote the -«¡-least such Ç and let n(p) denote the least n e co such that x(p) covers st(p, &n). For each p e X, let k(p) = min{j e co: j > n(p), and A is regularly inscribed in &., at p}. Define for all (r, s) e co x co, M(r,s) = {p e X:r = n(p) and s = k(p)}. Then X = (j{M(r,s): (r, s) e co x co} . For all £ G X, let M(r, s, ¿;) = {p e M(r, s): A = x(p)}. Suppose C, Í el, and Ç -< £,, and pel is such that p e M(r, s, Q D M(r, s, £) .
There isa Ge 3? which contains p . Hence there exist q e G<~) M(r, s, Q and q e G n M(r, s, £). Since C -< Í = t(</) , st(i?', &r+s) is not covered by C, so it follows that there is H e &r+s such that q e H and H is not covered by C • Since q' e GuH and .f is regularly inscribed in ' §r at g', it follows that some W e A §r includes G U H. But qeW and st(<?, i?r) ç (j £ implies AT Ç (J C, which contradicts the choice of H.
From this it follows that 2S(r, s) = {M(r, s, x): x e X} is a discrete closed collection, and thus 3A = {3¡(r, s): (r, s) ecoxco} is a cr-discrete closed cover of X. Fix r, s e co. If D e 2(r, s), let xD be the element C e X such that D = M(r, s, C). If p e D, then there exists G e S'r+S containing p so that Gn M(r,s, xD) t¿ 0. Hence p e (jxD, so that D ç \JxD. Because D is closed, it is subregularly star reducible (Remark 1.6). As a result, because |t0| < k , there is a cr-discrete closed (in D ) refinement W(D) = \}{^(AA)m: m e co} of {D U U: U e xD}. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2, each of the sets AAA~rsm = \]\^(T>)m : D e 3¡(r, s)} is a closed and discrete collection of subsets of X. It follows that \J{S^rsm : (r, s, m) e coxcoxco} is a cr-discrete closed refinement of ßF. Since ßF was assumed to have no such refinement, this involves a contradiction. Case 1. k G co. Consider first k = 1. Suppose ßF = {V0, Vx}. Let X = ßF be well-ordered by V0 -< Vx . Let (^: « € co) be an (SSR)-sequence for ßF. For each p e X, there are an « G co and a V^ßF such that st(p, &n) ç V¡. Let x(p), k(p), and M(r, s) be defined as before and M(r, s, i) = {p e M(r, s): i = x(p)}. Then, as in Case 1, each 3¡(r, s) is a discrete closed collection, but here these collections refine {V0} or {Vx}, so that ßF has a cr-discrete closed refinement, which is a contradiction. Suppose k = n > 1, and ßF = {U0, Ux, ... , £/"}. Let V0 = \J{U¡: i G «} and Vx = Un . Then repeat the above reasoning to get a a-discrete closed refinement A9~ of { V0, Vx} . The members of A? included in V0 are covered by {U0, ... , Un_x}. Since « -1 < k , the argument of the last paragraph produces a a-discrete closed refinement of ßF , again yielding a contradiction. For each r e co and f G X, let E(r, Ç) = {p e X: r = n(p) and C -?(//)} . Let S(r, Q = [J{st(p, &r+2) : p e E(r, Ç)} . Suppose that G e &r+2, x e Gn S(r, Q,y G GnS(r, ¿¡), and Ç A £ ■ Then there exist u e E(r, Q,v e E(r, £), and U2, V2 e S?r+2 such that {x, u} ç U2 and {y, v} C V2. Let z G st (v , 5/r+2) . Then there exists W2 e &r+2 such that {v , z} ç W2. By the regular refinability property, there exist Ux , Vxe &r+x such that U2öG Q Ux and V2 U W2 ç V{ . Since y e G n V2 implies that y e Ux D Vx , there is a K0 g S?r such that Í7, u Vx ç V0. Hence {u, z} ç U0. Thus st(v, &r+2) ç st(u ,AAA?f) ç [J £. This implies that £ = ¿;, since w G £■(/•, A). Hence each p e X has a neighborhood (in S?r+2) meeting at most one of the sets S(r, Ç) for fixed r e co. The above argument also shows that if p e S(r A), there is ueE(r, C) such that p G st(u, J?) ç IJ Ç. Thus each ^r = {S(r, Q: C e X} is an open discrete collection and \}{AA&r : r e co} is a closurewise <r-discrete open refinement of {{J Ç : Ç e X} . Now we can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 2.6, starting with the second sentence, in which we replace A by X and use the 2/% as just defined. Then we use the fact that each S(r, Q is regularly star reducible (Remark 1.6), to obtain a closurewise cr-discrete open refinement of ßF. This involves a contradiction. Case 1. k e co. This is done in a manner analogous to that used in the proof of Theorem 1.7, Case 2. D
Applications to //-spaces: examples and isocompactness
Recall that a space X is called a monotonie q-space (equivalently, yAspace [W] ) if and only if X has a sequence (&n : « G co) of bases such that, if x e X, for all n e co, x e Gn+X ç Gn e %?n and yne Gn, then (yn: « G co) has a cluster point. Every //-space is a monotonie cz-space and every Tychonoff 8-refinable monotonie ¿/-space is a //-space [WWJ. From this and Theorems 1.7 and 1.8 we obtain the following theorem: Theorem 4.1. For a Tychonoff space X, the following are equivalent :
(a) X is a subparacompact (paracompact) p-space. (b) X is a star reducible subregularly (regularly) refinable monotonie qspace. (c) X is a subregularly (regularly) star reducible p-space. G Recall that a T2 paracompact space is metrizable if and only if it has a base of countable order [A] , and that a space is developable if and only if it is essentially 7", , has a base of countable order, and is ö-refinable [WoW] . From these results and 1.7 and 1.8 we obtain the following theorems: [AU] (stated in this paper's terminology): A T2-space is metrizable if and only if it has a development (Srn: n G cu) such that each ê?n+x regularly refines S?n. Theorem 4.1(c) is an analogue of a characterization of paracompact //-spaces obtained by Worrell [Wo2] and independently by Davis [D] .
Example 4.5. The space cox with the order topology is a T2 collectionwise normal regularly refinable space which is not star reducible. This follows from the isocompactness of star reducible spaces (see Remark 4.7).
Example 4.6. The strict //-space that is not subparacompact in [Bl, Example 4.1] is an example of a metacompact star reducible space (see Remark 1.5) which is not subregularly refinable since it is not subregularly star reducible.
Remark 4.7. The following property implies isocompactness and is obviously weaker than star reducibility. (1) |E|<|*Ï, 
